Europol’s fight against counterfeiting and piracy
Who are our partners?
27 MEMBER STATES + THIRD COUNTRIES + THIRD PARTIES
EUROPOL = LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

And other recognized law enforcement bodies
What can we do for you?
The EPE environment on the internet is specifically intended for:

- Sharing non-operational data to support investigative work;
- Exchanging targeted non-operational crime related information;
- Sharing information and best practices on combating crime;
- Supporting training events.

The EPE is organised in different platforms dedicated to specific crime areas and open to specific communities of authorised users.
What did we achieve?
Operation Tribulus
CRIMINALS DISTRIBUTING FAKE VIAGRA BUSTED

19 March 2012

In an operation led by Spain’s Guardia Civil in Murcia, coordinated by Europol, and also involving Cyprus, six individuals have been arrested and almost 300,000 doses of fake medicinal products. The criminals arrested are suspected of having been responsible for the import and distribution of dangerous counterfeit medicines in Europe.

House raids and subsequent arrests at the end of last week in Spain (four people: 1 Spanish, 1 Romanian citizens), and the UK (2 British citizens) were the result of an international operation spanning several months. Europol had its mobile office present in Murcia ready to assist during the arrests with direct access to Europol’s intelligence databases.

The members of the criminal gang were importing fake pharmaceuticals from Asia – ma
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